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Menominee Monopoly by COREY NEWHAM
Menominee monopoly saw the Green & White teams break into groups of 5. White X’s marked the
way around camp for the teams to follow. The only time campers could move was when a counselor
rolled the dice and the campers could move that many spaces. One catch… every so often there
would be a ‘road block’. A counselor sitting in their way with a cryptic riddle that had to be
answered correctly. The riddle’s included things such as ‘when was WOODY’s first year at camp?’
and ‘how many people have won a golden arrow head?’ A wrong answer would see a penalty such as
moving back a space, running to the other side of camp or completing a set task such as paying
counselor MIKE WALMSLEY a compliment about his physique. Lucky canteen number 52. The
Green team went on to take the victory on points in a close battle. All in all, Menominee Monopoly
was a great event and a lot of fun for both campers and counselors.

DANIEL MALIS and LEVI PASIKOV
hop their team mates in a task

ROBBIE YASTROW leads his team in
getting to the next spot in monopoly

TOMMY BLASBERG and MAX
WEINGARDT during Creatively Acquire

Creatively Acquire by MIKE WALMSEY
Yesterday’s Green & White event was a camp favorite. Creatively Acquire the energy source saw a
great match-up and a great come-back from the Green team who were down the first game and
losing 13 to 5. TJ MOCK inspired a come-back that eventually reached 20-20. NOAH LAZARUS
picked up multiple points for his team using his deadly pace and wide stride length. JACKSON
WEIL also pegged back the White’s by ‘turning the gas on’ and dashing home with the source.
ISAAC MILLER did well for his White team, acquiring the source. Counselor MIKE BLAND called
for ‘excessive force’ used by the opposition, but the claim was waved away by Creatively Acquire
mosquito JONAH WEISS. The Green’s finally sealed the last point and the first match after a
run of four stale-mates in a row. In the middle of the battle, the mosquito’s ‘gave birth’ to a baby
that was named Stacey and told everyone that Stacey was taking them to Agawak camp for a
social! In the last game, the decider was played to 11 points and saw a final burst from the Green
team elite who creatively acquired the source to win 3-2.
Tomorrow's weather report

68˚

Showers throughout the day with
thunderstorms. Rain gear ready!
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Agawak Social by DALE RAWLINGS
After it was announced during Creatively Acquire that the boys
would be heading to Agawak in Minocqua for an evening social, everyone was very excited. The boys hopped on the buses after dinner
and made the trip to the friendly girls’ camp. Agawak didn't even
know the Menominee boys were coming as they were told they were
having a ‘slumber party’ in their barn. All the boys turned up in style
rocking their pajamas and night wear as requested by the Agawak
staff. JACK FORMAN even dressed as a wizard and counselor TOM Senior Cabin and some counselors enjoy a
SCOTT sported a monkey onesie. On arrival, the doors to the barn
dance on stage at the social
opened for the boys and out came hundreds of screaming
girls ready to party. It went on to be a great night that
included lots of cool dancing and chants from both camps.
ANDREW ‘AJ’ GALFIELD continued his reign as ‘king of the
dance floor’ when he wowed everyone with his tricky feet
and robot movements. Counselor TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS
lead both camps through a series of dances such as ‘the
Whip’ and ‘Crank That’ by ‘Soulja Boy’. The Agawak staff
provided everyone with some amazing brownies which
topped off a great night at their beautiful camp. The boys
left after, once again, creating a great impression for their
female friends. Could there be one last social before
ANDREW ‘AJ’ GALFIELD
NOAH LAZARUS and
the end of camp?
moves at the Agawak social
ETHAN SAKS at the social
Second session cabin clean-up by DALE RAWLINGS
The race for Dairy Queen is heating up. Many of the cabins are trying to seal a trip to the ice-cream
kingdom after working hard over the last few weeks. In the lead we have cabin 10 with 49 points from a
possible 55! The Intermediate cabin, led by DALE RAWLINGS, REID KANTER and JACOB CHORCHES,
have been in the top two places every day this session. The original team, consisting of GRANT HOEGLER,
JACOB SINGER, KYLE SPIESZ, SAM STEINER, ANTHONY BAUMANN, NEIL PATIL and SAM
MYERTHALL put the points on the board before the additions of ALEX STELZER and VAUGHN FRANKEL
who, by the way, have been a great boost. The question is, can they seal the deal today and get just one
more point for the visit? In second place is Cabin 8 with a solid score of 32. Captain of the ship, BEN
APPADOO, is looking for his second DQ trip this summer and wants his boys to tuck in to the delicious
‘Blizzard’s’. Not far behind we have Cabin 13 with 30 points, and Cabin 12 with 29; but is there enough time
for them to get to the bull's-eye number 50? Find out soon!
Doc’s run practice by DALE RAWLINGS & NATE FRIEFELD
The annual Doc’s run is just around the corner and the boys have been preparing this week. On Monday it
was the first practice session for anyone who wanted to take part. Many of the boys attended such as
COOPER SPECTOR, NATE BEERMANN, JACK FORMAN, JACK SACKS and KASE RATZLAFF. Counselors
NATE FRIEFELD, JAMES GASKIN, DALE RAWLINGS and MIKE WALMSLEY all participated while making sure the boys were safe on the side of the road. The first session included running to the Woodland
sign and back to CM at a fast pace which all of the boys did competently. On Wednesday, NATE
FRIEFELD took a small number of the boys on laps around camp during afternoon General to get in some
extra fitness work. With the early morning run on Sunday we are hoping to get at least one more good
session in for the whole of the group. We are all looking forward to completing the Menominee milestone.
A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ HOW WONDERFUL IT IS THAT NOBODY NEED WAIT A SINGLE MOMENT BEFORE STARTING TO
IMPROVE THE WORLD.”
Anne Frank
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